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DECAY SCIEMES OF Cl34 AND Sc47* 
by 
R. T. Nichols and E. N. Jensen 
ABSTRACT 
Cl34 >vas obtained fro' 1 ·~ 'fr , n reaction up on ordinary chlorine and 
its radiation to determine t:1e decay scheme . Three positron components were 
separated from the beta spectrum of Cl34 obtained from an intermediate-
image· spectrometer. Coincidence beta spectra obtained with the use of the 
same instrument gave additional energy determinations for the two lovmr-
energy beta groups as well as indicatinr, the time relationships bet<Jeen the 
beta groups as well as indicat~ng the time relationships between the beta 
ray~~and the gamma rays in Cl34. The low energy gamma ray in cl34 was studied 
by means of its internal conversion peak . The 1.1 Mev and 2.1 Mev gamm& 
rays were measured from photographs of the Cl34 gamma scintillation pulse 
distribution., · The decay scheme indicated from the results was completed 
Hi th the u se 0t beta log ft values and gamma lifetime values for the spin 
and parity astignments given to the nuclear energy levels. This proposed 
decay scheme is sho"n in Fig. 26. 
The Sc47 sources 1-J"ere prepared from a ?f , p reaction upon ordinary 
titan~um. The Sc44 positron activity was eliminated from the beta spectrum 
of Sc47 by use of a charge-discriminating baffle. Low counting rates and 
high source thickness lov..rered the precision of the measurements but two 
beta groups were separated by means of their Kurie plots with the energy of 
the lower-energy component agreeing very well with the energy measured for 
the same component as it was obtained from a coincidence beta spe ctrum. The 
energy difference bet1•reen the two beta groups a greed well -vd. th the energy 
for the accompanying gamma ray which was measured ~J the scintill ation spectrom-
eter. A decay scheme vras set up from these results using nuclear shell theory 
for orbital assignments. This proposed decay scheme as shown in Fig. 27 is 
self-consistent althou gh it disagrees with the results of the three other 
investigators cited from recent literature. 
* This report is based on an M. S. thesis by R. T. Nichols submitted December, 
1954, to Iowa State Colle ge, Ames, Iovra. This work was done under contract 
>vi th the Atomic Energy Commission. 
.. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Most of th~ gaps in in!arrontion on a nuclide ehart are associated with 
isotopes whose ·half'-lifl! is relat1:r-ely short- or- intensity relatiTey weak 
compared to -othei"'f5" fol"'med in the ~~ production processes. The Iowa 
Sta:te College Synch...~otr'o11 can be used to obtain· many of these isotopes but 
often the in·cens~.ty :J.s so low s.s '(,o ~M.ke it a major problem in inv&stigation 
of their r~di&tiona. This is especially true of the more complex actiyities 
where coincidence measurements are necessaTy for determination of the decay 
scheme. 
In ord~? to ex~t~e some of the moda?at•ly short-lived low=intensity 
activities~ an intermsdiats~image magnetio~lens spectrometer (1) has ba•n 
const?ucted ~hioh has a t?~na~is~ion of 10 per cent at 5.5 per cent raso-
lution. rt is opel"ated in conjunction with a scintillation spectrome~:rr 
for electron-gamma coincidence spectra. 
The info1•:ms.tion ob~ineld from "13iles~ instr'll.Dlents is used to determine 
decay schemes of variou3 radioactive isotopes. These decay schemes indicate 
the energy and sequeuce of emission of the various radiation components 
and the emn."'g'Y ~ angular momen'C.Ulll and parit,y of the i.nd.icat,d entrz•gy leTels 
of the nuclei. Th~se re~ults ~® u~ed to che~k various nuclear theories 
and to cont!"ibu·:.e ~c.o th~ l!rtoJ: .. e oi' L1.formation which is needed for be·G&-ray 
systematicso 
In this work 9 C134 end SG47 wer~ chosen for investigation. The aub-
s~quent discov~TY of the po~itron emitterv Sc44, in the scandium sources 
led to the installation of a c~,e-discriminating baffle to permit the 
sepu~:i;e inveatige:~icn of the Sc 'OOJ·~ spectrumo 
A short p1•esel1tation of' beta d~c!'.y th•ory is included in this paper 
for b&ckgromld i:lli'o:rmation aud some consideration of basic statistical 
thQory which ~&e used for le~dt-squar~~ evaluations is given in the form 
of ~n append&geo 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A. Cl34 
A number of :lnveatig&l.tor::J {2,3,4) gave early reports coil"f'5i"'ning a .33 
minute posit.rcn act.ivit~ in 'r~t.dioactive chlorine fractions. This activity 
was fo~~ to be from C1J4. From cloud chamber studies indicating a maximua 
eneTgy ol N 5.1 Mav, Zah-Wei (4) calculated an ft value of 107 which 
classified :lt as Q n.rat~forbidd!ZlD. tlC'ansition • 
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The first magnetio=lens spectr,ometm.i:" ~a3Ur~ments of Cl.34 were pre-
sented by Ruby-and Richil:i"d~oo ( 5). 'I'1leir Cl34 soUl"'aeSI were obtained from 
pro·ton bom'ba.rdmentg of both chlorine and sulfur tar-gets-. The bsta spectrua 
reTealed three posit-rtm g1"<!JUPS whic-h -wel"e separated by subtraction of 
Kurie plot lines. "!tle lMXfDmm· energies were evaluate-d as 4.55 ± O.ll MeT)) 
2.58 ± 0.26 Mev and 1.3 ± 0.2- Min'. Two gamma rays- were found and measured 
from· inflecrtion points on th~--1--r G~on spe-etra-. The corresponding energy 
values wer>~ reporled to be .3.30 ± 0.14 Mev and 2.13 :t. 0.12 Melv. They also 
disao'f'erl!d a 145 kev gB.II'llllS. ray·f"re:mi it!! int-ernal conve:rcsion line. The 
ratio of posit?OUeJ to eon'Vel"sion elec'b."ons was estima.ted· as -17 to lo 
Subsequent report~ from the s~ g~oup (6 97~ present revised measurements. 
Their latest values f or the positron g?oup energies are 4o50 ± 0.03 MeTll 
2 .4.3 ± 0.07 Mew and 1.33 .:t 0.10 Mew. · 
1be gamma rays £1·~ Cl34 were examined by Tioho (8) with a scintil-
lation spectromet®l"'. His ga.Jilm& ene?-g-:r meaerareme;nts of .3. 22 ± 0 .0.3 Mev 
and 2.10 ±o$03 Mlsv were in gored ag:N~emen·~ - with the values of Ruby and 
Richardson. An additional g~ ray of lol6 ± Oo03 Mev was -.lso reported 
which CIOY"respond~ -i:;o ·tile "i'lJ!ll"gy diff~:c>~nce of the two higher energy gamma 
raye. Hcw~w~r~ thes~ ene~gy values are not accurate enough to indicate 
the place of the 145 kev gllmlll& ray in the decay- scheMo 
Stah(ll:1n ~t ~o (9) h&we r.oor.e reeently reported that the 33 minute 
half-life is du~ to an isomeric state in Cl34. The -145 kev g~ ray 
w~s identified with the transi ticn fyoom thie metastable state to the ground 
state of Cl34. The ground ~ta:~e ~as reported to decay by simple positron 
emission to t he ground state of s34. This would indicate th~t the other 
two porl-tron groups mr~ a9socia-red with transitions f'rom 3.3 minut~ Cl.34m 
(meta.etablel sts.tl!l ) to exc:i:~d lev~l!!>i iml s34. The half-life of Clj4 was 
giTen a9 1.45 se~ond from ·which an rt walue of 2650 was derived. This 
would indica~Ge that the transition is of the avsuper-allowed 11 class. Since 
the daught~r product haS~ an ~v<an Z ~ ewsn N nuoljgus with A :r: 4 11 + 2 he 
concluded it to '00 s.n 0+~0+ transition. From the internal conversion 
coefficient of tha 145 k<"l7 gamma rrq 9 which wu evaluat~d as 0.13:!: 0.04$1 
this radiati(f}n ws.~ calcula:ced to be magnetic octupole and so a spin assign-
ment of 3 + WitS giwen fo:t." th~ 33 minu~ metastable a tats. 
~be s~paration t.clu~ique us~d in obtaining the lo5 second 0134 
activity is given in ~nother pa~r (10)~ Carbon tetrachloride was formed 
with the 33 minute Gl~4m and vaporized~ The oh~mical bonds of decaying 
chlorine atom~ w~re l~oken by a Szilard-Ch!Jmers reaction. The resulting 
free Cl34 was s.bsai"~d by a fine spray ©f water or by a Cu absorber and 
examined with a multi~channel scintillation pulse-height analyzer (11). 
The latter rpel" g:bro~ a rs·daed value of l.5S::!: 0.05 seconds for the half-
life of Cl3·. 
.. 
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PeTlman et ~2Q (12) and Waffler et sJ.. (13) give half-+ife values of 
33e0 minutes ;nd~3.2 minutes for Cl3~but neither group indicate the 
accuracy of their value~. flintz and Ramsay {14) report a value of 32.5 
± 0.5 m:l.nu"'~.Jss and the mos·l:, 1·~cGnt paper of Richardson et alo (7) gives 
a vi!):ue of 32.40 ± 0$04 minutea for the half-life. 
A 3.4-day activity was found in scandium by Hibdon et al. (15) and 
identified in e later p&peT (16) as Sc47. The activity was-reported to 
decay by emission of negative be~ particles and a gamma ray (17). 
Absorption measurements wera used to obtain a value of -S-·61 Mev for the 
maximum bota energy. The half-life w&s given as 3 .. 43- 0.03 days. 
Thrae repol"'ta have been published concerning sc47 since. the initiation 
of this investigation. The r eaults have not been in general agreement. 
Che11g and Pool (18) v~epared Sc47 by deuteron bombar~t of Tt49_ 
enriched ti tauiu.m. Studies with a lens spectrometer indica-ted two beta 
gl"'oups with energies of 0 .. 622± 0.005 Mev and 0.435 ± 0.,008 MeT and a 
branching ratio of 34866~ l"'espectively. A gamma ray of· 0.185± 0.007 Mev 
was also r0ported. Coincidence absorption measurements indicated that 
this g~na r&y was in coincidence with the lower energy peta group only. 
The con~l"'sion co~fficient as estimat~d from spectral areas indicated that 
the gamm& ruy is of electric dipole or magnetic dipole origin. The 
n~gnatic dipole assignment was noted to be in better agreement with nuclear 
shell theory since th~ t~o beta groups are in the same ord•r of forbiddeness. 
Log ft values of 5.2 and 6.0 fo? the lower and higher beta groups~ respect-
ively~ indicated that both are allowed transitions. Th~ir proposed decay 
sche~ is shown in Fig. la. It was s~t up with the use of nuclear shell 
theory for orbit!S.l s.ssigmnents. 
Cork e~ al. (19) v~epar®d radioactive calcium by neutron and deuteron 
bomb~~~7t~or-no?r~ calcium. A ~·8-day negatron activity was ascribed 
to Ca which ·would decay into se4 • The composite beta spectrum was 
resolved in:Go fom· components by KU?ie plots. These beta groups had 
maximum ena1.·gies of 1.4 MsvD 0.64 Mev~ 0.46 Mev and 0.26 Mev. The 0.26 
Mev component was &ttrlbuted to long-lived Ca45, the 1.4 Mev and 0.46 Mev 
components were identified with 5.35 day Ca47 and tha 0.64 Mev beta group 
was ascribed to 3.4 day So47 which would grow into equilibrium with its 
parent nuclide. Scintillation spectrometer measurements on a separated 
scandium fraction indicated that a 0.16 Mev gamma ray was associated with 
the Sc47. Bets.-grunma coincidence measurements were made using the Ca47 
source and counting coincidences with the 0.16 Mev gamma ray. The coinci-
dence Feat.ha:r abso:t~ption curve appeared to be of the same shape as a 
FeathaT absorption curve for the separated scandium isotope. Thus the 
gamma re.y 'W&.S concluded to be in casci\de with the single reported beta groupo 
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~quez (20) examined SG47 which had been separa~d from Ca47 • He 
reported that two beta groups were observed in magnetic-lens spectrometer 
data. The energy maxima of the two groups were given as 0.280 ± Oo003 
Mev and 0.490 ± 0.005 Mev. An internal conversion line was used to 
determine an energy value of 0.218:t 0.010 kev for the gamma ray which 
was also present. The decay scheme evidenced by these values is in com-
plete disagreement with the results of the other two investi~ators. The 
three indicated decay schemes are shQwn in Fig. 1. Marquez also gave a 
value of 3.44± Oo05 days for the Sc47 half-lifeo 
BETA-RAY SPECTROSCOPY AND NUCLEAR THEORY 
A. Beta Decay Theory 
Although much of the impetus for research with beta · ~adiatiens has 
arisen from interest in the nature of the beta decay · proce8s 1 the fact 
that it is a nuclear process has meant that progress · in such studies 
has gone hand-in-hand with progress in general nuclear theory. Some 
of the major steps towards the understanding of the beta decay process 
have come from other studies involved with the nature of the atomic 
nucleus. At the same time 9 studies of beta radiations have ·been fruitful 
avenues for exploring the little-known region inside the heart of the 
atom. Present day knowledge of nuclear force fields and ·energy config-
urations have drawn heavily upon the information furnish'd from eueh 
studies. There are still many aspects of nuclear physics that are unknown 
or little understood. Beta~ray spectroscoP,y continues to ~ a most 
promising source of new information from which to build or to test new 
nuclear theories that may unlock the secrets of the nuclear domain. 
In beta-ray spectroscoP,y, the beta and accompanying gamma radiations 
of many radioisotopes are s tudiecl'o Determinations may be made of half-
life~ energy distributions and time-relationships among the various 
radiation components. This information ~y lead to an estimation of 
the decay scheme of the radioactive isotope o The decay scheme ''-.bows 
the various energy states through which the. nucleus passes in going from 
its initial to its final stat eo It often includes a description of the 
angular momen~ and parities associated-with these nuclear ener~ levels. 
These results may be used to test nuclear theories, both those which are 
involved in making the analysis and those which make predictions of nuclear 
energy level configurations. A brief discussion will be given here of 
beta-decay theory and the selection rules which it gives for determining 
decay schemes from spectroscopic data. A more detailed development of the 
theory is pres~nted elsewhere (2lv22). - - · · · 
Nuclei are almost certainly composed of protons and neutrons. Although 
electrons are emitt ed in beta decay, various arguments may be presented 
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 1. Proposed decay schemes for sc47 from the three cited sources 
(a) Cheng and Pool (18) 
(b) Cork et al. (19) 
(c) Marquez \20) 
., 
\J1 
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a~ainst the possibility of t heir existence in the nucleus (23). ·Therefore 
a nuclide of at omic number Z and at omic weight A must con~ A- Z neutrons 
and in negat ive 'beta emissi on a neutr on is transformed into a protron as 
the electron-is cr~ated. There -are other beta transformations 2n which 
positrons are emitted or orbital elec"ttbns captured by the nucleus and the 
number -of protons in the nucl eus is decreased by one. ~-
:.· ·""' 
The bet a particle does not necessarily carry off all the energy lost 
by the nucleus as it changes st at es by beta decay. A gamma ray may be 
emitted to take ~orne of the energy. Yet these two observable particles 
can not account for all the energy l oss ot a. decaying nucleus. Even in 
c•ses where there are no gamMa rays, the bet a energies are fo~d to vary 
according to a bell-shaped distr ibution with energy values ranging from 
zero up t o the maximum energy where the elect ron has ·all t~ energy lost 
by the nucleus. Thus i t is evident that the observed partieles do not 
carry away all the en•r gy lost b,y the nucleus in most instance8 • . This 
appar~nt disappearance of energy was accounted for by the ·P•uli neutrino 
hypothesis according to which an addit ional "unobserved" particle carries 
away part of the ener g7. The succes3 of this hypothesis in - exp~aining 
many other detllils of the beta process including nuclear reeoil distribu-
tions (24) ~ has be~n so great that it has almost universal -acceptance today 
although anything resembling a "direct'' observation of such a particle is 
very improbabl e. With a spin oft n assi gned t o the neutrino it is possible 
to maintain conser-vation of angular momentum in the beta decay process. 
Measurements (25) i ndicate t hat the neutrino must have a rest mass of less 
than 0.25 kev and it is gener ally assumed t o be zero. 
The three t rpes of bet a t r ansi t ions may be represented~ in terms of 
the particles involved 9 by t he f ollowing equations g 
Negat ive ~ta emissiong 
(lA) 
Posit i ve be'l:,a emis~ion ~ 
(lB) 
Ort i t al el ectron capture~g 
A A 
zX + ~~ Z=lx + ')) (lC) 
.,)t 
where rzfi~ repreeents the nuclide wit h atomic number Z and atomic weight A. 
The symbols 9 IS~ 9 e+ 9~ , and ';j) ~ repre~ent an electronll a positron, a 
neutrino and an antineutrino9 respectivelye Although the neutrino and the 
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antineutrino are not distinguishable as are the electron and its anti-
particle (the positron)~ the reason for a distinction here will qe evident 
in the condiseration of Fermi's beta decay theoryo 
Fermi utilized the neutrino hypothesis to put the t~eory of beta decay 
into mathematical form. Fermi's assumption involved adding to the 
Hamiltonian a perturbing energy term which may be represented schematically 
as follows: 
(2) 
The "Fermi constant" G is proportional to the strength of the interaction 
and in principle may be evaluated from one case of a transition induced by 
H if the form of H is knowno ~ r and a) i represent the final ,_nQ. initial 
states of the nucleon undergoing transfCirmation1 while~ ~nd- ~ ~epresent 
the created and the absorbed small particles respectively;; ·· ~e _JNDission of 
an antiparticle is here viewed as the absorption of a parti~le from the 
filled negative energy states of the vacuum. The whole process may be 
viewed as one in which two particles are absorbed and two · create.d. For 
example, for negative beta decay the J. f: and 1/1 may describe the created 
proton and electron while I i and 'f would describe the absorbed neutron 
and (anti) neutrino . 
In analogy to the Dirac theory for the emission of light (26), Fermi 
constructed the interac·tion transition matrix in the form 
<'fl HID~ G ~ J(¢~y;J" .: (uf Kn ui)cd.. (3) 
H re (~~) is some function of the electron and neutrino fields evaluated 
at the position of the nth nucleon . It is assumed to be a linear function 
in each for simplicity's sakeo Kn is some operator which transforms the 
nth nucleon into a proton (27) . Ui and Uf represent the initial and the 
final states of the system and therefore contain~ i and ::1 ro The symbol~ 
de~tes the multiplicative operation appropriate to the fozoms of (lQ. $)> and 
(U~ Kn Ui ) in order to make <'f\Hii>~ which is the expectation value of 
the transition energy ~ an ordinary scalar as it must beo 
The ambiguities that are left in Eq. 2 come from the fact that field 
amplitudes ·at a point in space-time are not mere numbers. The corres-
ponding field quant a have spin t Ji and so have "internal" degrees of 
freedom. This freedom is described by writing the field amplitudes as 
four-vectors with components having the characteristics of the Dirac 
spinor . The most gener al form for (~~) then becomes some form of the 
matrix elements represented as follows g 
(4) 
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where the subscripts denote the components of the four-vector wave functions 
and ckl are t~ constants appropriate to each combination. Similiarly the 
expression ( u_r Kn Uf) may be written in terms of the possible four-vector 
as a matrix form as follows: 
(5) 
where (Kn)kl is the matrix operator element which performs the indicated 
transforma~lon between the four-vector components of the nuclear states. 
There a re 16 independent ways by 11Thich such bilinear combinations as 
Eqs. 4 and 5 may be formed. This arbitrariness is reduced by the fact that 
the product of the two forms must be an ordinary scalar and therefore must 
be invariant to relativistic space-time transformations. This /condition 
may be satisfied qy five different forms for Eq. 4 which are described and 
symbolized as follows: 
(1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
( 4) (5) 
A scalar product of the four-vector components (~<{J )s ~ 
A polar vector product of the four-vector componen~s l'?£ f )v 
An antisymmetric tensor function of the four-vector components 
analoeous to the electronagnetic field tensor t:{lf-fh · 
An axial vector product of the f our-vec~or component~ (pi<{J)A 
A pseudo-scalar product analoeous to the scalar product of an 
axial vector and a polar vector tp~ )p • ·· 
With the bilinear combinations in Eq. 5 appropriately complementary, the 
transition matrix 11Till be a scalar. Eq. 3 may now be written in terms of 
each possible interaction form as follows~ 
< r / H /i> K = GK ~ J Cff lrt( ur"Kn u~)k d 1 ( 6) 
~ = S, V, T, A, or P • 
• '(, 
~ 
Any combination of these interaction forms is also possible so the general 
transition matrix will be the sum of the existine forms and may be written 
~ f I~ i '> = '£. <f l H\i> K 
K 
where the G 1 s 11Till be zero for any non-existing interaction form. 
(7) 
This is the most definite .form of the transition natrix that may be 
obtained from the orieinal assumptions unless some further criteria are found 
to eliminate or relate the strengths of the interactions. No such criteria 
have been formulated which have not been eliminated by experimental evidence. 
The present day arguments for the interaction form are mostly phenomenological 
and inconclusive (22). Therefore it has been the practice to calculate the 
transition probability for e a ch form and then to test >vith experimental data 
for the various possibilities. 
ISC-679 9 
From a given<flH{i)K, it is a straightforward matter to obtain the 
r ate of beta decay in terms of the energy or moments of the emitted particles . 
The trans ition probability per unit may be •rritten as follows (28 ):-
(8) 
where 6 0 is the energy of the transition an¥(6 0 ) is the number of 
available sta tes for the emitted particles in phase space. 
The energy units for the following equations will be moc2 units and 
the momentum units, m9 c units where m0 is the rest mass of the electron and 
c is the velocity of ~ight. 
Considering an electron in the volume element dVe which has a momentum 
of magnitude bet•men 7! and ~f-d ?'/ in a direction within the solid angle dJ'2. 
and a neutrino in the volume element dV~ with a momentum between ) and e ) + d ') within the solid angle ~' the available elemegt of volume in 
phase spa ce is expressed in its natural units, h6 =(21Th) , as follows: 
§oCe 0 ) = (21i'h)-61 2~,f;d) d.fiedJt-vdVed~. (9) 
The transition probability for the particles being emitted ~~thin this range 
of v alues is i ~ T( E 0 ) = ( 211') -5n-71<r IHii>. 2 
a/ (f o) may be written in terms of E-o in order to perform the indicated 
differentiation. In me units the momentum of the neutrino is 
(ll) 
Hhere E. is the energy of the electron. With this substitution the differen-
tiation give s for Eq. 10 
T( ( 0 ) = ~2«)-Sn-~ j<r /Hii> I 2 '2ct~ F2( €: 0 - f.)] dE 
X dlled .(2"' dVed~ • ( 12) 
By inte grating over all the possible values for the other parameters the 
probability per unit time is obtained for the emission of an electron with 
a magnitude of momentum between "? and "/+d?Jt. 
(10) 
P( ?f ) d ?J = [v2/2lT 3fi-71 < f JH Ji> 2 (c! 0 - ~ )2 '?12d'? (l3) 
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where V is the vol'Ulll8 over which the integration is performed. lfuen the 
electron and n~utrino wave functions in H are written as plane waves 
normalized over the volume of integration9 a normalization factor propor-
tional to 1f.[f appears. Thus if this factor is left out in the handling of 
the wave functions the v2 term drops out leaving 
Po/)d"/ , [0 1t 31! 7 J rf ~ ':L> j: (€. -a 2 ~ 2d i7 (14) 
which is unchanged when the volume of integration is extended over. all 
spaceo 
Since the (anti) neut:~:•ino ::state which enters into <:f j Hj i'> is 
practically unparturbed it may be written as a plane wave: 
fJ ~ ~ oxp [ :': i 5 • -;;] , (15) 
The beta-ray wav~ will be distorted by the Coulomb fi ld but it ~ be 
Fourier-analyzed into plane waves as well. This brings into ~fiHli)the 
terms 
(16) 
These maY. be e~nded into • power series in r if the nuclear radius 
R<<h /f~+~l~ it beoa1:u~e contributions to the integral vanish soon outside 
the nucllar region. In terms of this pow,er series, Eq. 6 may be written: 
£f jH{i'> = GK ~ [J(u: u,j) ): (UfK, Ur)Jl(lrf 
~ (~+s)J -; (~ uj:) )~ (UtKn Ur)l(dtf" + • • ~] • (17) 
The magnitude of each successive term in this power series diminishes b,y 
a factor of,.,R/?r~ 1/10 so for the accuracy of this treatment the fiJ"st 
non-vanishing ternr is a farily good approximation for <f IHl i>~ Since the 
transition probability is proportional to l<f jHI i > J 2 the "order of 
polarity~'~ of the first non-vanishing term: ·is reflected by a factor o! 
~1/100 in the magnitude of the decay rate. When the successive matrix 
elements vanish one speaks of "first~forbidden11 p 11second-forbidden11 g etc, 
beta transitions in comparison to the faster transitions which are c~assi­
fied as "allowed 11 for the cases where the first term is non-vanishing. 
For a given interaction formp the spin and parity changes between the 
iirl:-;tial and final nuclear states determine which matrix elements are non-
vanishing and thus control the degree of forbiddenmffi of the transition. 
The rules by which these changes effect the degree of forbiddenness are 
called selection rules. The rules are the same for S and V interactions 
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and are known as Fermi selection rules. The rules for T and A interactions 
are the same and are called Gammow-Teller rules. These rules are compared 
in Table I. 6 I represents the spin change between the initial and final 
states of the trar..sit.ion. 
Table I. Selection rules for beta-decay 
Fermi (sllv) Gammow-'J:'eller (T,A) 
AI Parity AI Parity 
change? clwlge? 
allowed 0 no 0~ ± 1 (no 0_.0) no 
first- o, ± 1 yes Op ± 1, ± 2 yes 
forbidden (no 0-+0) (no 0~0, 1++0, t--t> 
second- + l~ ± 2 no 0-+0p ±2g t3 no 
forbidden (no 1.-+0) (no 0~2) 
""---~ 
In evaluating the momentum distribution for the emitted beta rays 
(Eq. 14) it is customary to calculate the transition matrix neglecti~ the 
Coulomb interaction on the electron and to calculate this Coulomb effect 
separately as ano-t.her factor. The expression obtained comes from treating 
the electron as a wave and its transmission as an optical phenomena. As 
the electron moves t hrough the rapidly varying electrostatic potenti~ 
near the c~nter of the nucleus 9 it experiences a substantial reflection 
on its wave funct.ion. The reflected wave interferes destructively with 
the outgoing wave thus suppressing the emission of the particle. Quantum-
mechanical calculation (29) shows that 9 other conditions being equal, the 
probability of emission of a beta ray of a given energy is proportional to 
the ratio: 
2. z.r. 
Fn (Z,~} =If (R}I /l'V'(froe}l • (18} 
where Jb is-, the wave function of the electron for the given energy evaluated 
at the nucleex radius R and outside the atom as indicatedo The value of 
Fn depends primarily upon the electric charge of the daughter nuclide and 
upon the momentum of the electron which may be written in terms of its 
free momentum. · 
This sepaxat ion of the Coulomb effect from the transition matrix 
leaves it a~~roximately energy independent in most cases i.nd proportional 
to (R / ~ ) wherl! N is the ordl!r of forbiddeness. The transition prob-
ability distribution (Eqo 14) ms.y then be written in the fo~ 
(19) 
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where CN is oC (R I ~ )2N"-' (1 I lOO)N o F11 (Z1/ ) changes form according 
to additional selection rules. F(Z,'"'f/) is called the "allowed" shape 
factor and is usually appropr:ta. te when I A Ij( N + 1. For this reason Eq. 19 
may be conveniently written: 
(20) 
where an is th~. additio~l sr~pe factor including any energy dependence in 
the transition matrix factor outside the Coulomb effect. It is approx-
imately equal to one for most transitions; however~ it takes "unique" 
shapes when 6 T = ± (N+l) o The following are several of the "unique" 
shape factors» · 8:n under the given condi tioneu 
AI::· ± (N+l), n::::: N 
al~'tl+ $2 
&2$:$'1+} 4 + (1013) 712 ) 2 
8.)~'rt+ ~6 +7 7?2 52 (~~-r52) • 
(21A) 
(21B) 
(210) 
In all cases ?J2 ( E 0 ~e-)2 is the dominant shape factor in Eq. 20, so this 
theoretical distribution obviously has a ball-shaped distribution such as 
has been experimentally observed 6 
The expe~~ determir~tion of the momentum distribution for ~ta 
radiation may be obtained from a magnetic-lens spectrometer by plottipg 
NII versus I wheTe N is the counting rate and I is the corresponding 
current settingo A single :beta activity may emit a number of beta compon-
ents. Then glll'Illla rays will take off the balance of the energy for trans-
itions which do not go to the ground state of the daughter nucleus. The 
resulting beta spe-ctrum will be a composite of the corresponding bell-
shaped distributions plus the nar~ow-peaked distributions due to internally 
conve~rted electrons from the gamma transitions. For the sake of simplicity, 
the procedure for an&lyzing a spectrum with a single beta component will 
be discussed first and the extension to the more complex cases will follow. 
The ~xperimental momentum distribution of a simple beta emitter is 
shown inFig. 2. The maximum energy € 0 ,which represents the energy of the 
trans it :ihn j'\ is difficult to a3certain fl"'om such a plot because of ihe 
asymptotic approach of the curve to the momentum axis. Furthermore, the 
statistical scatter in these points increases since an average background 
has been subtracted and~ as the counting rate falls to the background rate, 
the variation in background becomes p~omin~nt. 
The theory of beta decay may be utilized as follows to obtain.n ac-
curate value for E 0 • The momentum distribution should conform to the 
theoretical disJcribution :1-n Eq. 20 sog 
(22) 
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where C is a constant proport ional to the strength of the source and the 
transmission of the spectrometer. This equation may be rewritten to 
obtain 
[~ l t ~ -/C(E.o- E) • I~ 9.nF J (23) 
From this equation one sees that a plot of lJ~ versus E sho-qld yield a 
straight line with an f:.- interc;ept at e b E:o 0 Such a plot is called 
a "Fermi" or a IY Kuri e 11 plot. The values for ?72F(Zl)~) may be conven-
iently obtained from tables prepared ~ the National Bureau of Standards 
(30). 
For a first plot of the dataJan is assumed to be equal to one. Suoh 
a plot of the data in Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3. The energy intercept pf 
a least-squares straight line fit yields a good determination of the 
energy of the transition. 
In cases where a unique shape factor appear~ the deviations from a 
straight line should be apparent on the first Kurie plot. ' The first 
Kurie plot of y90 shows such a deviation (Fig. 4). The S-shaped appear-
ance is removed with the division of each point by ~ (Eq. 21A) as 
shown in the lower eurve of Fig. 4. 
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The remaining nonlinearity is due t o the approximation used for a1 
since Kurie pl~ts made up with the more exact formula show no detectable 
deviation from linearit b. From the selection rules for a1~ one may 
conclude that in the y9 ~Zr90 transition there is a spin change of :t 2 
and a parity change. For the calculation of a1 the value of ~0 as obtained 
from the first Kurie plot is sufficiently accurate. 
In the case of more complex beta spectra, the Kurie plot will curve 
upward where the ~ounting rate is a sum of several beta components. The 
straight line portion above the energy of the other beta groups may be 
used to determine the Kurie plot of the highest energy component. The 
rest of the components 1 distribution may be calculated from the Kurie 
line. With this subtracted the remainder should represent the spectra 
of the other beta components. Subsequent Kurie plots and subtraction~ ~ 
be used to separate the rest of t he beta groups and give a maximum ener~ 
det rmination for each of the groups. If the energy maxima of two group' 
are not sufficiently different or if a lower-energy component is relatively 
weak it may not be possible to see the presence of unique shapes. The 
resulting error in the Kurie plot may introduce errors in the apparent 
shape and in the energy determination for the lower energy groups. Thick 
sources which cause a piling up of electrons on the low energy side of the 
distribution may also introduce appreciable errors in the subtracted 
spectra of the lower-energy groupe. 
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Anotha:z- method of s~pa:;:-ating the l:nrta spect:z-a of various beta com-
ponents is that of coincidence counting. A coincidence circuit linking 
the beta-ray spectrometer and a ga.mma-ray counter may be set to count 
only those beta particles that are in coincidence with c•rtain gamma rays~ 
thus eliminating the bata components which are not connected with the 
gamma transitio~. 
In th~ ca~~ of unique dist:z-ibutions the Kurie plot gives an indica-
tion of the spin and p~ity change bstw-.cm . the initial -and final states 
of the beta transition. A more generally applicable indication of these 
changes may be obtained from the half-life and maximum energy valueso 
In the case of ~ta tr£nsitions with allowed shape factor~the total 
transiticmrProhability per unit time~ 
T(E 0 ) :: ln 2/ t = [P('i?) d '7 
= eN j,'"l?(€. o) F(z,r;) '72 (€:0-€) d'7 (24) 
where t is the h~lf~lif'e of the h.ta component. By rearranging the terms 
another repr!!sen;C&tion is obtained~ 
where f (z,G 0 ) is the value of the integral in Eq. 24. From this equation 
one sees th&t 
log ft : cons·~ant + 2N (26) 
where ft represent s the product shown in Eq. 25o 
One can expect considerable spread in actual log ft values for various 
beta groups of the same order of forbiddsnness because of the neglected 
factors in this tl"'eatment. Neva:i.'"·~hdess , the experimental log ft values 
are found to clustar a1·oW,1d CQ?tain values with sufficient regularity and 
spacing to indicii.te group~ng according to degree of forbiddem1es~ (31) o · 
With the exception of ~ few anomalies~ the classifications f?om these 
gToups are as e::~rpected from the nuclear configurations predicted by nuclear 
shell theory (32,33). Thus these log ft values indica·te the spin and-
parity changes in the beta t~ansitions as far as the selection rules may 
go in detel"mining them. In ca.aes wh~:z-a there are seve:ral radiation comppn-
ents originating f~om the same statep the half-life period for a pa1•ticu+ar 
beta group may be obtained f~om the half-life of the state divided by p 
wher• p is the relative numbe~ of the tTansitions going by way of that 
component. Moszk~wski has constructed graphs from which a rapid calcula-
tion of log ft valuos may be made (34). 
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~men the beta momentum distribution is not of the allmv-ed shape, the 
inteeral in Eq. 24 is no longer correct due to the ne glected an factor. 
An addition2l correction factor of (€ 0 2-1) i.e., log (E 0 2-1) ft, has been 
demonstrated to cluster the ft values for first-forbidden ( 6 I-2) unique 
shaped transitions (35). 
B. Orbital Electron Capture 
In orbital electron capture there is no observed beta radiation,for. the 
neutrino is the only particle that is emitted in the process. The only 
observed r adiations are the X-r~s from the filling of the vacated orbitals 
by electrons from higher energy st~tes and from the gamma rays that may 
complete the transition if the capture transition does not end at the ground 
state of the daughter product. 
The neutrinos have the discrete momenta 
(27) 
,,rhere c= is the energy of the transition as in the prev;i.ous treatment and 
EB is tRe binding energy of the captured electron. The 1 comes from the 
rest mass energy of the electron. Since there is only one emitted particle 
the number of available states in phase space 
,P ( E 0 ) = ( 2'\1'1'1) -1) 2 d S di21'l)dVrO 
= [vl6rA-3l(f0 +1 -EB)3 (2-8) 
·which has the derivative 
r}/ <Eo) I d[ o =[vI 2rr 2 n~ (f o.,. 1 -fB) 2 (29) 
so the transition prooability per unit time from Eq. 8 becomes 
T(f 0 ) = [2v frrnjj<f/ H/ i>l 2 ( f 0 + l - fel 2, (30) 
The volume V over which the integration has been performed drops out as before 
if the 11 -ff term is omitted from the wave function of the neutrino as it is 
normali zed over all space. If, for direct comparison 1ri th Eq. 24, the same 
is done to the ele ctron wave function, an additional factor comes in which is 
proportional to the probability of finding an orbital electron in the nucleus. 
By far the largest p roportion of those captures are K-electrons from the 
innerm0st shell of the atom. The wave function of the K-electron is of the 
form 
~ = N e- rlr B (31)' 
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where rB is the Bohr radius and N is the normalization factor. The normal-
ization factor is obtained by integrating over all space as follows: 
Il7t-l2 d'f" = 1 = N2 '('I''"B3 (32) 
0 
to obtain the normalization factor 
N : 1/ ~ fii' rB3 • (33) 
This is approximately the factor which must be separated from 1b in 
<:. f I H l i "> to leave it the same as in Eq. 14 and the subsequent equations 
of sec A. Thus the transition probability is written: 
T ( E 0 ) = [ 2/'ii'2 if rB3] \ .(f \H\ 1>l 2 (G 0 tl - ~)2 • (34) 
The extra· factor two comes from there being two K-electrons in the atom. 
The binding energy €. B for K-eleetrons in the non-relativistic approx-
imation is given by 
~B • t (ze2/ nc)2 • (3$) 
The Bohr radiu~ for these electrons is given by 
(.36) 
With these two substitutions~ Eq. 34 becomes 
T( 6 0 ) {11 4 'fl' 2sj l.cr I HI Dj' : (zo2,1ic)3 
[ E0 + l-t(ze2 /lic) 2] 2 (37) 
which may be approximated as in Eq. 24 and 25 
(38) 
Where CN is the l!laJJNil constant indicating the degree of forbiddenness and 
fK = 2 'li'(zo2,1ic){E. 0 + 1 - t(zo2/!!c)~ 2 (19) 
These fK values may also be conveniently obtained from Mbszkowki's graphs 
(34). It should be emphasized that·z here is the nuclear charge of the 
parent nucleus. f 
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Except in cases wher~ the ~rm (€ 0 + 1 - €B) is especially small for 
the K=electrons the amount of 1-electron capture will ~ small$ but if 
this term for the 1~electrons is much the la~er of the two then 1-electron 
capture probabilities must be included in T(e 0 )o 
Co Gamma Transi tiona 
Beta transitions do not necessarily terminate in the ground state of 
the daughter nucleuso When they do not~ the nucleus decays from its 
excited state by a gamma transition to the ground state o There are twG 
types of gamma transition proces~eso In one 9 the energy of the excited 
state is released with the emi~sion of electromagnetic quanta which are 
called gamma rayso The alternative method of ~ decay ~omes with the 
emission of orbital ~lectronsi which cai~ry away the excess energy of th, 
excited state -and ar~ called internal conversion electronso 
The probability for an electromagnetic radiation transition is propor-
tional to the square of its transition matrix element as in Eqo 8o The 
matrix element in Dirac's radiation theory is given by 
~ [nl1> = t Ju: c3 . Al u1 d'!' C40l 
~ ~ 
where j is the cur?ent operator and A the vector potential of the emitt,d 
radiationo The other symbols hav-e the same meanlng as in the preceding 
sectiono · 
~ When the vector potential function A is expanded as a power series 
in vector spherical harmonics 9 the terms with succ~ssively greater 11 polarityr~ rl 9 (1 ~ lp 2oeo) diminish rapidly in magnitude as in Eqo 17o 
The angular momentum carried by one quantum is n 1 where 1 i:!l the polarity 
of the transition matrix element by which it originateso Thus the angular 
momentum carried off by most of the quanta from a given transition is n 1 
where 1 is the polarity of the lowest order non~vanishing transition matrix 
element o Since angular momentum must be conserved 
(41) 
where Ii and Ir ars the angular momentum quantum numbers of the initial and 
final states of the nucleus. Thus 
(42) 
--The vector potential A is dit•~Sctly proportional to the electric radia-
,.lion field 't ll hence it has the tsame parity as ~ o The current operator 
j has a parjlty~ -1 sine~ it is an ~dinary (polar) vect~~ Therefore the 
parity of <T • A) is the opposi,;!ie of g o Since the I?!fity of the 111agnetic 
~t~n of the r•diation field~is opposite that of ~(36) 1 the term tr o A) has the same pa.rity as~ o ThllJ electric multipole fields" have non-
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vanishing radial components of E and the magnetic multipole fields have non-
vanishing radial components of :;:1. So though electric and ma.gnetic nru.ltipole 
radiation carry off the same angular momentum, they differ in parity as 
follows: 
Parity of electric nru.ltipole 1:. (-1)1 (43) 
Parity of magnetic nru.ltipole 1: -(-1)1 • 
Since there does not exist any multipole radiation with 1 = 0 the relation 
in Eq. 4l implies that electromagnetic transitions between two states with 
an~lar momentum If = Ii = 0 are absolutely forbidden. The matrix element 
and with it the transition probability also vanishes unless 
IIi • IIf for "even" parity radiation 
IIi •-ITf for "odd" parity radiation (44) 
where IIi and IIf denote the parity of the initial and final states of the 
transition. 
Since for a given transition the predominant portion of the radiation 
will be of the lowest nru.ltipole order that is possible, Eqs. 43 and 44 
indicate the selection rules from -vJhi ch to predict the mul tip ole order of 
most of the radiation from a transition between a state with spin and parity 
IiJ IIi and a state vJith spin and pari t.Y If, IIf. These selection rules are 
presented in TablB II:-
Parity-favored 
IIi IIf ~ (-l),If - Iii 
Parity-unfavored 
Table II. Selection rules for the multipole 
order L of a gamma transition 
Electric radiation Magnetic radiation 
L: lif - Ii\ + 1 
(.no Ii or If = 0) 
L = \If - Iil 
IIi IIf • (-l)fif - Iii ~ 1 
L = tif - Ii/ + 1. 
(no Ii or If = 0) 
(B) Ii .. If /: 0 Electric radiation Magnetic radiation 
Parity-favored L = 2 L = 1 
IIi ::: IIf (no Ii = If = ~) 
.Parity-unfavored L = 1 L = 2 
(no Ii = If = ! ) 
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It turns out that for th~ sam~ value of 1~ emission of electric radia-
tion is much more probable than that of magnetic radiation. Henc~ in the 
parity-favored c~ses th~ radiation is practice.lly pure electric multipole 
radiation. On the other hand 9 for parity-unfavored transitions where the 
mnltipole ·order of th~ magnetic radiation i~ less than that of the electric 
radiation this affect may turn out to offset the other and a mixture of 
the two radiations may be presento However, in most oases the radiation 
- is predominantly magnetic in parity-unfavor~d transitions. 
The I1 = Ir transitions form an exception to these rules. Here the 
ni =-Ilf transi tione are practically pure elect1•ic dipole radiation 
whereas the tli = Ilf transitions are essentially magnetic dipoleo 
A more compact representation of the reeults of th~se selection 
rules in terms of th~ type of radiation predominant under- various condi-
tions of spin and parity change may be written as shown in -Table III for 
convenience of applicationo The E and M represent electric and .magnetic 
radiation~ respectively, and the adjacent numeral represents the polarity 
of the radiation. 
Radiation 
Spin 'phange 
Parity change 
Table III. Type of radiation for given conditions 
of spin and parity change 
El Ml E2 M2 E3 M3 
3 
E4 
2 2 3 4 
Yes No No Yes Yes No No 
Unless tha energy diffennc~ between the two lev~ls is especially 
etc 
etc 
etc 
low · or-· the angular momentum difference especially high the t:ran.sition rate 
may be so fast, e.s to be experimen·(ially immeasurable o If the half -life for 
the transition is measurable and the?e .xe no competing transitiona ~that 
are much fasterp the state is said to be a metastable state and the transi-
tion probability determined from the h&lf-life gives a measure of the 
multipole characteristic of the g~ radiationo Weisskopf (37) has devel-
oped a theoretical formula which gives good agreement with experimental 
datao Montalbetti (38) has constructed a pomogram for convenient use of 
the, formula. Goldhaber and Sunyar (39) present evidence that Weisskopf's 
formula gives too low a value for electric transitions of third order or 
higher and also give empirical equations for lifetime calculationso 
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The internal conversion pro~es5 may be in competition with gamma-ray 
transitions since a nucleus in an excited stat~ may perform the same 
change of sta U.s in e i ther ca;s<e . 
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Since the two proo~sses are competing~ the total transition probability 
is the sum of their individual transition probabilities. The ratio of 
internal conversio~ elect~ons to gamma quanta for a give~ gamma transition 
is call d its internal conversion coefficient. This ratio is obviously 
the ratio of the transition v~obabilities for the respectiv~ processes. 
These probabilities may be ~aloulat d from the corresponding transition 
matrix elements. Many authors have tried various approximation methods 
for these calculations but tneir r<esults do not check well with exact 
calculations. Exact cahmlations for K shell conver~..J.On coefficients have 
been published in tabular and graphi~al forms by Ro~e et !!• (40). 
Experimental results such as obtain~d by Waggoner (41) and ·Petch (42) 
indicate that they are reliable for use in determining the multipole 
charact•ristics of radi~tion from experimental K shell conver~coeffic= 
ient$. 
Electrons can also be ejected from th L shell. This process is 
usually much less probable than that of K conversion. However~ the ratio 
of K shell to L shell conve~aion de~aasea with incr asing ·multipole order. 
Thus where the ratio of K el(!)c.rt·~~vn to L electrons are meastll"able 9 this K/L 
ratio may be used to determine the multipole characteristics of the transi-
tion. Graphs of the theoretical K/L ratio for diff~rent multipole orders 
have be•n publish~d qy Axel and Goodrich (43). Experimental curves have 
been made up from data from known gamma transitions and published by Gold-
haber and SunyaT (39) for comparison with theoretical curves. 
The energy of an internal conversion lectron is equal to the energy 
of the corr spending gamma ray minus the binding energy which th~ electron 
possessed before convereion. Thus the K and the L conversion electrons 
are distinquishable by th~ir energies. These energies may be measured in 
a magnetic-lens spectrometer to obtain the energy of the gamma transition. 
Do De©ay Schemes 
The energi~s of th~ nuclear states involved in a radioisotope's decay 
may be obtained from the ~nergies of its beta groups and its gamma rays 
or internal conv~rsion elect?~nso The selection rules presented in the 
foregoing theoreti~~l consideration give indi~ation of the spin and parity 
changes betw ~n th~ nuclear states connected by the respective radiation 
components o Thus a de~ay s~heme may be constructed indicating the nuclear 
energy level configurations of these states including the spin and parity 
of each levelo Tnis is only po~sible where the configuration of at least 
one of the levels is otherwise obtainable and then the ambiguities of the 
selection rules may have several al~rnatives for some of the spins and 
parities. 
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Nuclear shell theory also n~kes predictions concerning nuclear con-
figurations. Radiation transition theory and nuclear shell theory have 
been used in conjunc·tion to make fairly reliable determinations of decay 
schemes in ~ny cases where neither would be sufficient alone. The two 
theoreticcl developments have made valuable contributions to each other 
by testing consistency of mutual predictions and where one has proved 
reliable it may make a positive check on the other. Selection rules for 
nuclear shell theory are given in reTiew papers by Mayer et al. (32) and 
Nordheim (33) and compared to the results of beta decay theory. 
l NSTRmENTATION 
The intermediate~image beta-ray spe~tomet.r used in these studies is 
described in detail elsewhere (1). A cross-sectional diagram of the 
instrument is shown in Fig. 5. 
In the spectrometer 9 the turns-distribution in the three coils, Cl, 
C2~ and C3, combines with the magnetic-iron shell and pole pieces to 
produce the ~gnetic field distribution indicated by the axial magnetic 
intensity shown in Fig. 6. Such a high gradient U-shaped field was found 
by Sl'a.tis and Siegbahn (44) to possess focusing properties which may .be 
utilized to obtain much higher transmission than can be obtained with 
conventional types of magnetic-lens spectrometers at comparable resolu-
tions. The focusing principle of the intermediate-~e speci:rometer 'is 
discussed in the previously-cited article (1). A transmission of ten 
per cent has been obtained in this spectrometer at a resolution of about 
six· per cent. 
The trajectories of focused electrons are indicated in Fig. 5. 
Acceptable electrons must come off the source from within a certain 
interval of the ~azimuthial angle of the symmetrical ray (N 45°). The 
width of this interval depends upon the width of the circular transmis-
sion slit in the central baffle, Bd• The high degree of curvature of the 
trajectories of focused electrons results in good energy dispersion and so 
a relati~ely wide slit may be used in the central baffle to· obtain high 
transmission• This curvature also results in a low scatter background 
since scattered electrons are unlikely to get through such a baffle 
system. 
The charge-disc~nating baffle, B0 , was used to separate the posi-
tron radiation of Sc from the negative beta radiation of sc47. Fig7 7 gives an indication of the performance of this baffle. The 98 k~v Se 5 
internal conversion line was used in this check. When the baffle was set 
to accept only electrons ~ the transmission was reduced only 26.3 per cent 
with neglible distortion of line shape and no detectable change in energy 
calibration. When the baffle was set to accept only positrons, the trans-
mission was less than 0.04 per cent. When there is no need for charge 
discrimination,this baffle may be withqrawn against the resolving baffle, 
Br, where it will not effect the transmitted beam. 
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Sources are mounted as indicated in Fig. 8. Beta sources or internal 
conversion sources are deposited on an aluminum foil ~nich is mounted on 
a Lucite holder. Photoconversion gamma-ray sources are deposited in the 
cavity of a brass holder as shown. The radiator foil is attached to a 
copper cap 1-rhich is thick enough to stop all the electrons emitted by the 
sourqe material. The source holders fit upon the end uf the brass source 
holder tube by whi ch they are inserted through the pole pie ce into the 
spectrometer chamber which is evacuated to a pressure of less than 5 x l0-5 
rran Hg. 
A 25 kilowatt motor-generator provides the current for the spectrometer 
coils. The current is set by varying the field current of the generator 
~~th a current-control device. This current control contains a servo-
mechanism by Hhich the current may be kept at a setting well within one 
part in a thousand. The range of the current control is 0.5 ampere to 100 
amperes. With this current range the spectrometer is capable of focusing 
electrons Hi th energies of more than 5 Mev. 
The linearity of the current-momentum relationship of a spectrometer 
containing iron must be checked experimentally. Calibrations may be obtained 
~Qth known conversion lines and the current-momentum curve indicated by 
the calibration points may be used to determine energies. The linearity 
of the instrument is shm,l!l in Fig. 9 . These data vJere obtained from the 
(Th B C C11 ) conversion lines ~-rhose energies have been accurately determined 
(459 46,47). ~thin experimental error the current-momentum relationship 
was found to be linear in this energy range (up to 2.5 Mev). 
The linearity of the instrument at higher energies is indicated by the 
agreement of energy values for higher energy beta groups ~~th those of ~ther 
investigators and by the linearity of the Kurie plots. The 4.47 Mev Cl 4 
positron group reported in this pap er gives evidence for the linearity of 
the sp ectrometer up to that energy. The small negative value for the energy 
intercept of the calibrat ion line as indicated by the insert in Fig. 9 is 
due to residual nagnetism in the surrounding iron. 
The beta-particle detector is an anthracene crystal 3/32 inch thick 
and ~ inch in diameter. It is mounted on the end of a Lucite light pipe 
by m;ans of small spring clips as shovll1 in Fig. 10. An optical contact 
between the anthracene and the Lucite is rnai.ntained with a silicone oil. 
Photons created in the crystal are transmitted by means of the li ght pipe 
to a 6292 Dui1ont photorrru.ltiplier tube outside the iron shell where it is 
well shielded from the magnetic field of the spectrometer. 
The arrangement used on the source end of the spectrometer for coin-
cidence reasurements is shmm in Fig. 11. The source material is deposited 
on an aluminum foil which is supported by an aluminum ring. A thallium-
activated sodium idiode crystal one inch thick and one and one-eighth inch 
in diameter is use d as the gamma-ray detector. It is preserved by 
layers of MgO and Mg(Cl04)2. Optical contact between the crystal and the 
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light pipe is made with silicone oil. A ~-inch Lucite cap absorbs electron 
radiation from the source. An additional aluminum absorber of suitable thickness 
may be inserted between the source and the crystal for the elimination of more 
energetic beta particles. 
A block diagram of the associated counting circuitry is given in Fig. 12. 
The pulse-height analyzer determines the energy of the gamma rays that _are 
counted by the gamma scaler. The spectrometer current setting determines the 
energy of the beta rays that are counted by the beta scaler. The beta channel 
and the gamma channel may be operated independently or they may be operated in 
conjunction with the coincidence circuit to measure coincidences between 
radiation particles. 
The pulse stretchers are 12 fi sec univibrators which eliminate the counting 
of after-pulses from the photomultipliers. The resulting dead time is 12 ~ sec 
per count in the beta and gamma scalers. 
Pulses are fed into the coincidence circuit from the beta and gammachannels 
behind the pulse stretchers and the gating circuit is used to prevent the counting 
of more than one coincidence per pair of beta and gamma particles. A pulse 
stretcher on the output side of the coincidence circuit is used so that a square 
wave is transmitted to the coincidence scaler for the dlration of time when there 
are simultaneous square waves impressed upon the gating circuits by the pulse 
stretchers from the side channels. This brings the resolving time of the 
coincidence circuit down to that of the duration of the pulses leaving the beta 
amplifier and the pulse-height analyzer, although extra coincidences from after-
pulses have been eliminated with the resulting dead time of 12ft sec per 
coincidence count. 
The length of the pulses from the beta and gamma channels is energy dependent 
so the resolving time also varies with energy. A two~ sec delay line is 
switched into the line of the beta pulses to directly determine the accidental 
coincidence rate at any time. The resolving time has been found to vary with 
durations up to 0.6~ sec occurring at high energies. 
Gamma-ray measurements in this investigation were made with a scintillation 
spectrometer. The scintillation pulse-height distributions were obtained by 
photograph~ng the pulses upon a synchroscope. The energy of a gamma ray may 
then be obtained with the measurement of its pulse height in the photograph. 
The integrating effect of longer exposures may be used to bring out pulse patterns 
that are otherwise invisible. 
A block diagram of the spectrometer arrangement is shown in Fig. 13. 
The gamma-ray detector is much the same as described in the intermediate-
image spectrometer coincidence circuitry. The pulse shaper converts the 
photomultiplier pulse into a flat-topped pulse about a microsecond wide with 
an amplitude proportional to the input pulse. The pulses are amplified 
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and recorded upon photographic film with the use of the snychroscope. 
The Sc47 gamma-r ay pulse shown in Fig. l6b gtves a good indication of 
the shape of the resulting pulses. 
35 
Slow drifts in amplifier eains make it necessary to calibrate close 
to the time of each gamma spectrum determination. A ca~ib~ation source 
with gamma rays of kno~~ energy is photographed directly befane and after 
the unknmm to insure detection of si gnifi cant changes in the relationship 
betvmen energy an:l .pulse~height. Saturation effects may make this relation-
ship nonlinear especially in the higher-energy regions, s~' it · is necessary 
to use more than two calibration lines to obtain a calibration curve or 
to bracket the unknown gamma ray with t wo known gamma rays having close 
to the .same energy as the unknmm. 
Either a recording densitometer or a calibrated eyepiece wa.S3 used in 
measuring pulse-heights from the photographic film. 
PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 
A. Cl34 
Cl34 sources were examined in the intermediate-image spectrometer (Fig. 5). 
Each source was studied for about one hour . until its diminished intensity 
made it necessary to obtain another source. This meant that only a portion 
of the beta spectrum could be obtained 1-.ri th a sinr,le source. Therefore.,.. the 
spectral portions from each source were overlapped so that they could be fit 
together by normalization. The apparent half-life of the source in the 
spectrometer as indicated by the decay rate of spectral points was 31.3 min. 
This indicated that sublimation of the source was taking place in the 
spectrometer vacuum. Subsequent sources were made up with the use of a 
bonding agent to prevent this escape of free cl34. 
The momentum spectrum for Cl34 is sho>vn in Fig. 14. Three positron 
groups were separated by Kurie plots. These Kurie plots are shown in Fig. 
15. The Kurie lines were evaluated using the least-squares straight line 
for the points indicated py the brackets. The straight portion of each 
Kurie plot was long enough to indicate an allowed shape for each group 
although the distortion due to source thickness made the results inconclusive. 
The energy maxima evaluated by the lines were 4.47 t 0.02 Mev, 2.49 ! 0.05 Mev 
and 1.29 ± 0.04 Mev. The possible energy shifts du~ to accumulation _of errors 
from source thicknessJ etc., makes the statistical evaluation of errors for 
the lower-energy beta groups meaningless. Therefore,these errors were estimated 
as the probable magnitude of systematic errors. 
The relative intensities of the three beta groups as measured from their 
corresponding spectral areas are as follows: 
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Fig. 13. Block diagram of gamma ra;y spectrometer 
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1.29 Mev beta group------30% 
2o49 Mev beta groUP------31% 
4.47 Mev beta group------39% • 
4l 
One gamma ray produced an internal conversion line on the beta spec-
trum. Its energy was evaluated from this line as 139jb 1 kev. There was 
no detection of the internal conversion lines of the three higher-ener$Y 
gamma rays. The photoelectron peaks obtained with the use of a 65 mgjcm2 
Pb radiator were of insufficient intensity for measurement. 
The gamma rays were measured with the scintillation spectrometer 
shown in Fig. 11. A photograph of the pulse-height distribution is shown 
in Fig. 16a. The 2.62 _ Mev Th B gamma ray and the 0.662 Mev Csl37 gamma 
ray were used for calibration purposes. The 2.62 Mer gamma ray produced 
prominent escape peaks thus giving a total of four points for a calibration 
curve. A graph of t he pulse-height v~rsus energy is shown in Fig. 17. 
The energies of the gamma rays in Cl34 were obtained from this calibration 
curve as shown. The 3.2 Mev gamma ray could not be evaluated becau~e of 
saturation in the ampl ifiers. Values obtained for the other gamma rays 
were 2.08 :t:- 0.04 Mev and 1.17 ±. 0.03 Mev. 
A coincidenc~ beta spectrum was taken using the intermediate-image 
spectrometer in conjunction with the scintillation spectrometer. The 
scintillation spectrometer was set to count all gamma rays above about 
200 kev. The beta. and gamma counting rates were taken at the same time 
as the coincidence counting rates to enable the detection of changes that 
might indicate improper performance of circuit. · 
!;he resulting coincidence bet a spectrum is shown in Fig. 18. ~e 
highest-en rgy beta group has been eliminated and the lowest-energy group 
has been enhanced with respect to the intermediate-energy beta group (in 
comparison to their r at io of intensities in the total beta spectrum). 
Kurie plots from . these dat a are shown in Fig. 19. Energy values from the 
energy-int ercepts of the least-squares straight lines through the linear 
sections of the Kurie pl ots gave values of 2.57+ 0.04 Mev and lo33:C 0.02 
Mev. 
The gamma-ray spectrometer was set to count only the 3.2 Mev gamma 
rays and a coincidence bet a spectrum was obtained. The coincidence count-
ing rat e was too low for an accurate determination of the maximum energy 
of the resulting spectrum but it was at abou~ one to one and a half Mev, 
indicating that only the lowest-energy beta group is in coincidence wi~h 
that of 3.2 Mev gamma ray. Since a substantial portion of the counting 
rates of the three higher-energy gamma rays comes from accompanying Compton 
s cattering,it was i mpossible t o window wi th the pulse-height analyzer and 
thus get separate coincidence bet a spectra for the two intermediate-energy 
rays. 
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The scintillation spectrometer was set to count only the 140 kev gamma 
rays and no coincidences were observed. 
The half-life of cl!4 was determined qy putting a source in the spectrom-
eter and follmving the intensity at one point of the spectrum. This method 
has the advantage of separating out counts due to any possible contaminants 
of different energy along "\vi th the lmv- back-ground count and the short 
resolving time of the spectrometer. The spectrometer was set for the peak 
counting rate of the spectrum and the activity followed for more than four 
half-lives. A log plot of the decay curve is shown in Fig. 20. The half-
life as evaluated from this curve is 32.30 ± 0.14 min. 
B. Sc47 -
Scandium sources were examined in the intermediate-image spectrometer. 
The charge-discriminating baffle was used to eliminate positrons from 58-hr 
Sc44m. The upper end of the resulting spectrum did not quite go down to the 
background counting rate,indicating the presence of a high-energy beta group 
of longer half-life. The relative counting rate of this activity compared 
to that of the 3.43-day Sc47 activity was very low, so a linear subtraction 
was used to eliminate the effect of this contaminant. The resulting beta 
spectrum is shown in Fig. 21. The beta groups separated qy the Kurie plots 
are s hovm in Fig. 22. The points at the upper end gave some indication of 
a Heak conversion line evidently from a contaminant so they were not used in 
evaluating the Kurie line. Least-squares evaluations for the points indicated 
within the brackets gave values of 0.596 = 0.010 Mev and 0.431 ± 0.010 Mev. 
The high error assignment for the low energy group Has based up<_?n the uncertainty 
in the Kurie subtractio~although the points indicated a much better precision. 
The relative intensities of the beta groups were determined from the spectral 
areas indicated in Fig. 21. The spectral curves were extended to zero by 
calculation from the Kurie lines of the corresponding groups. The relative 
activities of the lower-energy and the higher-energy groups were thus estimated 
to be 64% and 36%, respectively. There was no indication of an internal 
conversion line in the spectral data. The sharp drop of the experimental 
curve away from the theoretical curve is attributed to the great thickness 
of the source (58 mg/ cm2). · 
The gamma ray in sc47 was measured with the scintillation spectrometer. 
For the first mearurement the pulse shapers were not in the circuit and a , 
pulse-height analyzer was used in conjunction with a scaler to measure the 
energy. The resulting energy spectrum as shown in Fig.' 23 indicated a value 
of 167 kev for the gamma energy. 
Subsequent determinations of the sc47 gamma energy were made from 
photographs of the scintillation pulse distribution. Some of these measure-
ments were taken with both the Sc47 and the calibration sources counting 
simultaneously. This was done to check against possible shift of calibration 
~ri th the change of sources. The values from t .hese measurements ranged from 
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165 kev to 169 kev >d th a mean value of 167 ! 2 kev. A typical graph of a 
calibration curve used in measuring the Sc47 gamma ray is shown in Fig. 24. 
A photograph of the scintillation pulse distribution is shmm in Fig. 16b. 
A coincidence beta spectrum of Sc47 was obtained with the results shown 
in Fig. 25. The curve through the points and extending dcwn to zero momentum 
has been calculated from the least- squares line through the Kurie plot. The 
coincidence Kurie plot is shown in Fig. 22 along with the Kurie plots from 
the total beta spectrum. The higher-energy beta group has been eliminated and 
the maximum energy value for the lower-energy groups was evaluated as 0.430 ± 
o.oo5 Mev. 
DISCUSSION 
A. cl34 
The three positron groups in Cl34 appeared to be well resolved by the 
Kurie plot separation. Maximum energy values for the three groups are 
estimated to be 4.47 + 0.02 Mev~ 2.54 ± 0.03 Mev and 1.32 ± 0.02 Mev. The 
values for the two lower-energy groups were obtained by weighting the values 
determined from the coincidence spectrum 2 ~1 over those determined from the 
total beta spectrum where one additional Kurie subtraction was involv.ed. 
These values are in fairly good agreement with those of Richardson et al. (7). 
The branching ratios were determined by the spectral areas of the individual 
components with the Kurie lines used to separate the groups and to determine 
the curves in the low-energy region where the detector efficiency falls off. 
The percentage of the activity in each of the 1.32 Mev~ 2.54 Mev and 4.47 Mev 
groups was thus evaluated as 30 per cent, 31 per cent, and 39 per cent, 
respectively, compared to Ruby and Richardson ' s values of 26 per cent, 28 
per cent and 46 per cent for the same groups. 
The internal conversion peak from the low-energy gamma ray was well 
resolved. The energy· value obtained was 139 t l kev. The internal conversion 
lines of the three high-energy gamma rays did not appear in the beta spectrum. 
Photo conversion lines from these high-energy gamma rays were not evident 
in the spectrum obtained ~~th the Pb radiator. The 1.1 Mev and 2.1 Mev lines 
may have been obscured by the fact that they are riding on Compton spectra 
from higher-energy gamma rays. Thicker radiators would be expected to increase 
the Compton count as well as the photo conversion count and also bring in 
uncertainity for the correction due to the thickness of the radiator. 
Values for the energies of the L 1 Mev and 2.1 :Mev gamma rays as obtained 
from two independent determinations with the scintillation spectrometer are 
1.17 ± 0.03 Mev and 2.08 ± 0.04 Mev. These are in good agreement with the 
results of Ticho (8). From the peak value and vlidth of the 1.1 Mev ga.rruna. ray, 
it was assumed that the 2nd escape peak for the 2.1 Mev gamma ray was not 
interfering in the energy determination as it did in the case of similiar 
1-crystal detection far Ticho . 
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Since the 3.2 Mev gamma ray is of higher energy than any calibration 
source, it is difficult -to get a ' rel~able measurement of it with a scintil-
lation spectrometer without some other means of calibration. An accurate 
measurement of this gamma ray would make it a valuable calibrati9n source 
in the high -energy region for use where 0134 is readily obtainable. 
The half-life value for :the 0134 activity~as 32.30~ 0.14-min which 
is lower than the values of Perlman and Waffler but in good agreement with 
the more recently reported values of'" Hintz and Ramsay (32.5 ± 0.5-min) and 
Richardson et al. (32.40 ± Oo04-min). 
The energies for radiations from this 32.4-min 0134 activity are 
summarized in Table IV. 
Table IV. Radiations from 32.4-min 0134 activity 
Beta groups Maximum Gamma rays Energy (Mev) 
energy (Mev) 
p_-
~ 1.32 :t 0.02 (S'· 1 0.139 ± ,0.001 
/d2 2Q54 ±0.03 ~2 lol7 :t 0.03 
~3 4.47 l: 0.02 ~3 2.08 ± 0.04 
~4 3.22 (Ticho's value) 
The energie~4may be ~ummed as follows for an indication of the energy levels in the 01 and -s34 nuclei~ 
ts' l+fJ 3 = 4.61 1: 0.02 Mev 
'6'3+/12 = 4.62 ±: c.o4 Mev 
~ 4+11 • 4.54 t 0.04 Mev 
Cf'2~~\r,.B1 = 4.57 .t. 0.03 Mev 
(using Ticho's value for "t'4) • 
• 
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Stanel±n (11) showed that ~1 is associ~4ed Yith the transition from 
a -metastable state t;s the ground state of Cl · • These energy values then 
indieate that unly /f:J-;• is associated with the ground state of Cl34 which 
Stahelin reported to ~e~ay with a half-life of 1.583~0o05 sec. Kline has 
recently obta:±ne'd a value of lo53 :I: 0.02 sec for Cl (48). 
The coincidence data gave no measura-ble c-oincidence counting rate 
between the 140 kev g&lllllla. ray and the beta groups o This is as expected 
if th~ transition is from a metastable state to a 1.5-sec ground state 
of Clj4. 
The coincidence datA show that the 3.2 Mev gamma ray is in coinci-
dence with the low-energy beta group only. In the coincidence spectrum 
obtained from coincidences with all gamma radiations~ both ·the. lo3 Mev and 
the 2.5 Mev beta groups appear, but the increase in intensity of the L3 
Mev group relative to that of the 2. 5 Mev group is 85%, which indicates 
that 4?% of the c-ounts in the lower-energy spectrum are associated with 
gamma rays which are not ·in ·coincidence with the 2.5 Mev group. This 
difference is several times greater than that which. may be due to the count~ 
ing of more 3.2 Mev radiation than when the 1.3 Mev coincidence beta 
spectrum was obtained. These results confirm the energy level scheme 
which is implied by simply considering the energies of the §!diation com-
ponents and taking into account the metastable state in Cl o 
The propos~d de©ay scheme of Cl34 and Cl34m is shown in Fign 26. 
The a·+ assignment to the ground state of s34 is based upon the fact 
that it is an even=even nucleus (32). The log ft value of 3o8 for the 4.47 
Mev beta group cla.ssit>ies it as a "super-allowed" transition indicatiilg. an 
o+._...O+ transition aocording to Stahelin. 
The branching ratios of the three beta groups may be used to obtain 
a mean lifetime value of ?100 sec for the 140 kev gamma transition frQ~ a 
metastable state. The .mean lifetime for a 140 kev M3 transition in sj4 as 
determined theoretically with the use of MOntalbelli's nomogram (34) is 
500 sec. Using Rose ' s tables (48) to corre~t for the additional internal 
conversion transition~ the value for the case of an M3 transition is pre-
aicted to be about 430 sec. The next longer lifetime possibility is an 
E4 transition which is predic~d to be about 2.5 x 107 sec. Thus the 
experimental lifetime of the transition definitely indicates that it is 
M3. This leads to an assignment of 3~ to the metastable state in Cl34 
(Table III, p.22) which agrees with Stahelin 1 s assignment from measured 
internal conversion values (11). The internal conversion spectrum could not 
be determined from the beta spe~trum in Fig . 14 since the gamma peak is near 
the low energy cut-off of the beta detector which was set high to reduce 
background. Ruby and Richlrdson 1 s value of 1781 for the ratio of beta= 
rays to conversion electrons plus the branching ratio 's determined in this 
ex~riment give a value of 0.15 for the K-shell conversion coefficient of 
Clj4 which compares well with the theoretical value of 0.17 obtained by 
extrapolation from Rose ' s Tables. 
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The log ft val~e for the 2o5 Mev beta group as calculated from the 
branching ratios is 6.3. This classifies it as a first-forbidden trans-
ition with ·a spin change of z~ro and a ·parity change or possibly an 
allowed 1-forbidden u·anaition which has a spin change of one and no 
parity-· change. The log f ·t v&.lues for the first suggested possibility 
are found to cluster ai'ound 6Q5 while the log ft values for 1-forbidden 
transitions 5catter from about 5.0 to 9.0o 
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The f;4st alternative would give a 3~ assignment to the 2~08 Mev 
level in S • The g~m~ transition to the ground state would then be E3. 
The nomogram gives a value of 0.5~s~c for this transition. Goldhaber 
and Sunyar · (.39) present ~rperimental evidence that Montalbelli 1 s nomogram 
(Weisskopf 1 s formula) gives low v&lu6s for lifetimes of E3 9 E4 and E5 
transitions. Th~y give an impirical formula for ~I = 3 transitions as 
follows~ 
T (mean lifetime) ~ 17o5 ~ 7 logE (kev) 
from which the expec'OOd lifQ·cime of 2ol Mev E3 transition is calculated 
to be 2 o 5 JA sec. Sine a the 1:':21 solving time of the coincidence s pe ctrom-
etel:' is Oo5~sec a first-forbidden tl:'ansition is considered unlikelyo 
If the tran<JitioYi is an l~forbidd.tm one~ the 2.08 Mev EJxcited sttt.te 
must be 4+or 2+and thG i'adiation associated with the transition E4 or 
E2, respectively. The poasibilitr~ of E4 radiation is eliminated since 
such a transition would be sl~er than an E3 transition. The~efore the 
state is given a 2+ a~signment and 2 ~54 Mev beta transitions is classified 
as 1-forbidd~n. 
A log ft Vlrl.lue of 5.0 is obtain~d for the 1.32 Mev beta gl'OUi)· T~1b 
cla~sifies it as e. nornwl-illlowed tr~nsition giving possibilities of 2+, 
3+ or 4+configuration~ for the 3o25 Mev level in §34. A 4+-+0 ~ tranei~ 
tion would be too slow to produce coincidences in the coincidende circuito 
The branching ratio for th~ 1.17 Mev and 3.o25 Mev gamma rays may be cal-
culated from th~ir PJ.'adic ·er~d lifetimes. If the second excited state is 
3+ this ratio would figm·~ to be 500081. Therefore the 3o25 Mev excited 
state is assumed to be ~which would indicate a branching ratio of 3~1e 
Such a branching ratio is acc~ptable sine~ the scintillation spectrometer 
data indicated that tha two gamma rays ar~ in the same order of intensityo 
This comple'G~s th~ spin and paxi ty assignments for the proposed decay 
scheme of Cl34. Th~ ~saignsd configurations in s34 are in agreement with 
the observation of Glaubman (49) that in even-even nuclei low lying states 
have even parity with even spin states and odd parity with odd spin stateso 
Talmi (50) shows that such a rule may be explained in terms of either j-j 
coupling or LS coupling configurationso The 2+assignments for the excited 
~tates are al~o in agr~emeut with the obsel:'Vations of Scharff-Goldhaber (51) 
that the first excit~d l!ltate in most even...even nuclei is 2+and either 21-
or 4~for the ~econd excited st ate as pr~dicted by the j-j coupling model (52). 
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B. sc47 
Although the source of sc47 was very thick (N 58 mg/ cm2), the straight 
lines obtained for the lower-energy group indicated a sufficient interval 
of undistorted spectral data for the purpose of energy measurements. The 
lmv counting rate and the lack of sufficient points on the portion of 
the Kurie plot above the lower-energy beta group made interpretation of 
the hump at the upper end of the Kurie plot uncertain. The shape of the 
hump suggested the presence of a weak conversion line from a contaminant. 
Therefor~these points were not included in the calculations. The success 
of this procedure in giving a subtracted Kurie line that agrees very well 
with that of the coincidence spectrum and the agreement in energy difference 
of the resultant beta energies with the energy of the gamma ray is considered 
as confirmation of the validity of this procedure. 
The value of 167 kev obtained for the Sc47 gamma ray with the scintil-
lation spectrometer (Fig. 23) was at first ques~ioned because of the value 
of 185 kev obtained by Cheng and Pool from a conversion line in their 
spectrometer data. Repeated measurements Qy the photographic method were 
made. Some pictures were taken of the simultaneous reception of radiations 
from a calibration source as well as the Sc47. A value of 167 ± 2 kev was 
obtained with the use of five independent measurements . 
The absence of a conversion peak from the same gamma transition may 
indicate that the polarity of the radiation is low and may also be partially 
due to the absorption in the source which apparently sets in at about 
180 - 200 kev as indicated in Fig. 21 ~ the deviation of the experimental 
curve from that calculated from the Kurie line •. 
The branching ratio of the lower-energy group to the higher-energy group 
as indicated by the extrapolated spectral areas is 64% to 36% vfuich compares 
well with the branching ratio of the two components found by Cheng and Pool. 
The coincidence data shows that only the lower-energy beta group is 
in coincidence ~~th the gamma ray. The energy determination from the coin-
cidence spectrum was weighted over that obtained by Kurie plot subtraction 
with a resulting value given for the lower-energy beta group of 0.430 :!: 
0.005 Mev. 
The maximum energy for the other beta group was determined from one 
spectrum as 0.596 ! 0.010 Mev. The significant portion of the Kurie line 
of this group was too short to give an indication of shape factors other 
than that implied Qy the success of the allowed Kurie plot subtraction in 
obtaining a straight line for the other component with the expected energy. 
The discrepancy of these results with those of Cork et al. may be 
partially due to the coincidental presence of beta groups of about 450 kev 
in both ca47 and the Sc47. The agreement of the Feather absorption curve 
... 
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obtained f'or t•he ~eparated Sc47 fraction with that obtained · from coincidt?rice 
with the 160 kev gamma rays using the original Ca47~ Sc47 source may/ 
conceivably be explained by the counting of some gamma rays from Ca47 
which would bring in some counts from the higher-energy beta groups / in Ca47. 
The disagreement of these results with those of Marquez is unexplained. 
The discrepancy between these results and those of Cheng and ~ool ia 
particularly troublesome because of the agreement on other points. A 
lower-energy beta group is measured with about the same energy in both 
ca~es. The gamma ray and the other beta group are both given about 20 
kev higher energy assignments from their work ~ the gamma ray determination 
having .been made both from the conver~ion peak and a scintillation spectrum. 
At the same time the branching ratios found in both cases are approximately 
the same and the three components in either case fit together to form a 
logical decay scheme. Further investigation is desired in order to resolve 
the apparent conflict of facts in these two papers. 
The proposed decay scheme for Sc47 as determined from the results of 
this investigation is shown in Fig. 2(. The calculated energy c~es 
for the alternative transition paths to the ground state of Tf47 agree 
well within the probable error. Kli.nkenberg us convenient table of nnclear 
shell structure (53) was us~d for ·Orbital assignment of the ground states 
of the two nuclides. According to th~se tables Ti47 is predicted to hav• 
a f7/2 ground state. sc47 is expected to have the same orbital configura-
tion as sc45 which is also classified with the f7j2 group. The log ft 
value of 5.2 for the lower-energy group indicates that it is an allowed 
tr!~sition. This leads to an assignment of f5/2 to the 167 kev st.te in 
Ti • The gamma transition would then be magnetic dipole which has a K-
shell conversion coefficient of about 4 X lo-3. This would partially 
indicate the reason for the absence of a detectable conversion line in the 
beta spectrum of sc47. A beta spectrum from a thinner source might reveal 
such a conversion line. 
47 
21 Sc 26 
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T·47 22 I 25 
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Fig. 27. Proposed decay scheme of Sc47 
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